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ABSTRACT
Pitch is one of the prosodic variables that play an important role in lending prominence
to an accented syllable. Lixle is known, however, about whích characterisiiòs of a pitch
contour are important in this respect, A model will be described in which it is assùmed
rhat the contribution of pitch to prominence depends línearly on the difference between
the averag.e pitch level ín the nucleus of the accènted syllablé and the al1rage pitch level
i-n the nucleus of the.preceding syllablg. When excursion size is deftned as lhe'di¡erence
between upper and lower declination line, a consequence of this niodel is that, ejicursion
sizes.being eq.ual, a fall ,lends more prominence to a syllable than a rise. An experiment
will be described, in which this difference in promínence between a rise and'a fall is
meas.ured for-various.declínation slopes. The results are in good agreement wfuh the
predíctions of the model.

INTRODUCTION
It i.s well known that pitch. plays an important role in lending prominence to accented
syllables. In. this study we investigated which properties of thé þitch contour contribute
to the prominence of -an accented syllable. Hermes and Van Gestel (1991) showed
that subjects are capable of comparing the prominence of accented syllablés in two
utterances presented in different registers, when the prominence was lent bv the same
accent-lending pitch movement, a rise, a rise-fall or-a fall. In another sturiv. Hermes
(1991) showed that subjects are also capable of comparing the prominenceïf the ac-
cented syllables in rwo utterances when prominence wãs leñt by different types of pirch
movements. It was found that, when lending equal prominence, the rise â-nd the rise-
fall had a.larger excursion.size rhan the fall.lt cbuld'be excluded thar this discrepancy
between the rise and the rise-fall on the one hand and the fall on rhe other *as äoe to
a difference in timing. A model was proposed, in which the conrriburion of pitch to
prominence depends linearly on the differehce between the average pitch in theivllabic
nucleus of the accented syllable and the average pitch in ttre iyttäbic nucleus 

-of 
the

preceding syllable. As shown in Fig. l, this difference is largei for the fall rhan for
the rise, when the excursion sizes arê equal. Excursion size is-defined as the distance
bFtween the. upper^and the- lower declinãtion line. To be more precise, a calculation
shows that this difference 5 equals

S = zdT, (1)

in which d is the declination slope, ¿nd ? is the time interval between the two points
subjects use in estimating the pitch-level differences, the pitch-level estimarion óoinrs.
Note that_,9 is independent of the excursion size of the pìtch movements. The model
predic.ts that this difference w_ill increase linearly with iircreasing declination. In this
contribution an experiment will be described to têst this predictio-n.
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Fisure l: Diagram showing that for eqwl excursion sizes the distance between pirch
teiels in afalíis greater tñan in-a risè. The filled circles indicate pitch leve-ls--which

mipht be uied forihe perceptual determination of prominence. Note that the dffirence
in"length bewben the'arrows ís due to the presence of declination.

METHODS
The exoeriment was an adiustment experiment. Its design is shown in Fig. 2. It
shows ihe pitch contours of two PSOlÁ-resynthesized utterances, /mamárrnal, a Dutch
nonsense riord, with an accent on the secoild syllable. The utterances are identical,
except that the second syllabte in the first stimulus is accented by a fall, while the

secoird svllable in the seiond stimulus is accented by a rise. The excursion size of the
oitch mo'vement in the first stimulus, the test stimulus, was fixed. The excursion size
õf the pitch movement of the second stimulus, the comparison stimulus, was under the
iubiect"s control. Subiects were asked to adiust the excursion size of a pitch movement
in dcomparison stimuius until the prominen-ce of the accented_ syllable was equal.to the
oromineñce of the accented syllabie in the test stimulus. When the subject had done
[ttir. the orocedure was repeaied for a test stimulus with another excursion size. This
*uí done for a total of sii different excursion sizes in the test stimulus, shown in the

left part of the figure. When this was completed, the experiment was repeated with the
risein the test sti-mulus, and the fall in the ðomparison stimulus. In this way an accurate
estimate could be obtained of the difference in-excursion size between a rise and a fall,
when lendins equal prominence (for details see Hermes, 1991). This excursion size is
exoressed inï, ihe ñumber of ERBs, since this psycho-acoustically deñned frequency
,.åle (Putt"tron, 1976) appears to be most adequáte for expressing the frequency of
soeech intonation (Hermes and Van Gestel, 1991).' The exoerimeni *as carried out for five different declination slopes: 0.0,0.33' 0.70'
1.09 and 1:50 E/s, which, in this register, correspond to slopes of 0 and abo'rt2.4,4.9,
7.3 and 9.7 semitones/s, respectively.
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Fisure 2: set-up of an to,)r#i,f)r. ,* subiect was first presented with one of rhe

sií rcst stimuli ä¡si¡layed ôn the left-hand side. Then the subiect hea.rd the comparison
itimulus with an aä¡uíøble excurslon size shown on the right-hand side.-The run stopped

inei *e subject índicated that the same prominence was perceived in the accented

syllables of both stimuli.
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RESULTS
Twelve subjects took part in this experiment. They were students and research associates
of the Institute for Perception Research. All of them reported normal hearing and most of
them had experience in auditory perception experiments. In order to deterñine whether
ggbjegts performed consistently, the c¡iterion for consisrency described in Hermes and
Van Gestel (1991) was applied. As a consequence, the resuhs of three of the twelve

00.5 11,52
declination (S,/s)

Figure 3: .Th9 lqta p,oinn show the average dffirence S in the excursion size of the
rise and the fall foy the five.differ-ent declinøtion slopes. The líne represents Eq. i, the
predicted relation between the difference S and declination.

subjects were excluded from the analysis. The results of the nine consistent subiects
are presented in Fig. 3. The data points show the difference in excursion size betrleen
the rise and the fall as found in the experiment. The straight line shows the predictions
fo¡ 5.as obtained from EL 1. This figure shows that rheþredictions are quiìe good.

The value chosen for 7 in Eq. I was 0.22 s, the inteñal between the iowe'Í onsets
of the first and the second syllables. The vowel onsets were taken, since they are quite
accurateìy defined in_ time, much more accurately than the nucleus which actûally iom-
prises a time interval.
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DISCUSSION
We tested the effect of declination on the difference in prominence lent to a syllable by
a rise and_by a_fall. Mo¡e specifrcally, we tested the assumption that this prominence
depended linearly on- a difference in pitch level at some point before the pitcli movemenr
and at some point after the pitch movement. For the inìe¡val between ihese pitch-level
estimation points we chose the interval between the vowel onsets, which in thii utte¡ance
was equal to the distance between the syllabic nuclei.

It follows f¡om the modei that .9, the diffe¡ence in excursion size of the rise and
the fall- when lending equal prominence, is independent of the excursion size of the
rise and the fall. This has a sfran-ge consequence when the data points are extrapolated
to excursion size zero: a fali of excursion size zero will be a-diusted to a riie with
a positive excursion size. Although this was not tested experiinentally, this agrees
well with informal listening to srimuli of this kind. In the piesence of no other õitch
movement than is due to declination, a falling pitch accent is perceived on the seðond
syllable. A simila¡ observarion can be made wlien only inclinaìion is present, in which
case a_rising_pitch accentis perceived. A prerequisite is probably thatìhe accent on the
second syllable is clear due to othe¡ cuei such- as loudness anð vowel length. In the
utterance used in this experiment, the speaker had pronounced the utterancé in such a
way that both lo.udness and vowel length in the accented syllable were larger than in
the preceding syllable.
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Anothe¡ related consequence of this model is that, on the short time scale of these

stimuli, there is no compenìation for declination. One might have,expected that liste¡s¡5
would be able to predièt the discrepancy between the riie and the fall on the basis of
the declination prùeding and following the pitch movement,. and would compensate for
this. The results of the eiperiment described here show that 

'listeners 
do not compen-sate.

It is not yet clear how long the time interval should be between the two pitch-level
estimarion póints which the liõteners use in comparing the difference in pitch level. ln
the model iresented here it is implicitly assumeai that the pitch-level eltimation points
are in the syltabic nuclei of the aõcented and the preceding syllables. There may, how-
ever, very well be a fixed distance which accidentally corresponds quite well with the
distance 

-between 
the nuclei of succeeding syllables in normal speech. In the stimuli

used in these experiments the time interval between succeeding nuclei.was 0.22 s.. In
fluent speech it lias the same o¡der of magnitude. Future experiments will have to clar-
ifv wheìher the distance between the pitch-level estimation points is fixed, or whether
it'va¡ies with the acrually realised distãnce between the syllabic nuclei in fluent speech.
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